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Panellist Key Ideas

1st Speaker
Remarks:
Dr. Kari Grain
(website)

Dr. Kari Grain’s book Critical Hope (2022)
● Came to this topic from community engaged learning in collaboration with fairly privileged students engaging with service work

and a desire to support hopefulness that is operationalized with an understanding of the enormity of issues (that is not toxic
nor salvationist).

● What is Critical Hope? “Critical hope is a dance, a negotiation, a heated entanglement between critical awareness of the
problem (or many problems) at hand and the spark of spirit that - sometimes in contradiction to our own experiences and
sensibilities - insists on hope… not in a naive hope that things will get better but an abiding wisdom that change cannot be
created without a foundational starting point of hope” (Grain, 2022, p. 22).

● Freire coined the term ‘critical hope’ and Kari proposes a framework to build on these ideas.
Central Question: What does it mean to educate on critical hope in the context of sustainability?

○ Action-oriented
○ Ever-changing and iterative - dependent on context and positionality
○ Hospitable towards difficult emotions (can hold respect and space for these and what they teach us)
○ Curious (ask better questions)
○ Characterized by “politicity”  - the quality of being political
○ Imaginative: “Ways of thinking also become ways of being” (Michael Marker, 2016, p. 478)

● Hope can also be dangerous when it is:
○ Passive and not action oriented
○ For the sake of feeling good (toxic positivity)
○ Complicit in harm/injustice
○ Avoidant of difficult knowledge and discomfort
○ Naive or [un/mis]informed or overly simple
○ Prescriptive in its proposed solutions.

● 7 Principles of Critical Hope
Inspired by Sara Ahmed, bell hooks, artists and creators (elaborated within book), key idea in Faculties of Ed

1. Hope is necessary but hope alone is not enough
2. It is not something you have; it’s something you practice
3. Hope is messy, uncomfortable, and is full of contradictions
4. Intimately entangled with the body and the land

https://www.oise.utoronto.ca/scan/get-involved/community-of-practice
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.ca/books/690768/critical-hope-by-kari-grain/9781623176372
https://greystonebooks.com/products/hope-matters
https://www.utoronto.ca/news/local-artist-forges-connection-pow-wow-mural-hart-house
https://blogs.ubc.ca/karigrain/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.ca/books/690768/critical-hope-by-kari-grain/9781623176372
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5. It requires bearing witness to social and historical trauma
6. It requires interruptions and invitations
7. Anger and grief have a seat at the table

● Principle #1: Hope is necessary, but hope along is not enough (foundational one)
○ Hope alone fails to engage with the problematization of hope itself
○ Requires critical self reflection
○ Commitment to actionable change

● Principle #3: Critical hope is messy, uncomfortable, and is full of contradictions
○ need to “grapple” - English etymology refers to a struggle or battle in close contact (like an anchor)
○ Hope requires us to be “in the midst of the muck. You’re working it out with love, power and a commitment to

justice” (Cornel West, on distinguishing optimism from hope)
● Principle #7: Anger and Grief have a Seat at the Table

○ Brokenness and the Coyolxauhqui imperative: life long journey to heal ourselves, do difficult work of
reconstructing the self in a new way after being broken (Gloria Anzaldúa, 2015)

○ Climate Rage vs Climate Grief (Peter Wood interview from Blue Dot) - strong emotion driving action
● Applying Critical Hope to Sustainability Teaching:

○ Engage with Positionality: narrating the self - opens a connection humanity and nature, connecting you to the work
you are doing

○ Focus on Experience: Experiential forms of learning can give students a greater sense of purpose
○ Welcome Emotions: All! Like anger, grief, guilt, despair
○ Be Boldly Joyful: Moment like playfulness and pleasure can sustain people to continue the struggle - these human

qualities allows you to keep going when it is difficult
○ Don’t ignore the hard stuff: Integrate new stories and issues that are on students’ minds
○ Know your limits: Know which problems you can offer support for, when to refer to support/resources, and ask how

much work can you sustain before you need a rest
○ Prompt connection to the land: Design activities and assignments in which students connect to or reflect on the

land (difference between Land-based learning vs learning outside)
○ Grapple: understand changing circumstances/relationships to hope (and despair)
○ Give permission: allow students to be fragmented, their place in sustainability work, invites introspection
○ Abandon Linear Expectations: Learning amidst multiple crises is rarely linear or tidy
○ Don’t stop at simple solutions: can be a good starting point, but needs to be pushed beyond that
○ Examine complicity: Ask students how can they recognize/understand their own complicity in the problems they

seek to address AND in the solutions they generate (ex. Fossil fuels like the narrative of individual responsibility -
systemic change needed like the Divestment movement)

● Cultivate Sustenance in Teaching: In the face of the Climate Crisis, what do we and our students need?
○ Playfulness, pleasure, and Joy: joy in learning, sustaining the spirits of people who care
○ Imagination, music, and art
○ Reverence: the importance of cultivating a noticing of and protection of “miracles”
○ Community organizing and advocacy work
○ Eating together: food is the oldest way to cultivate a sense of community
○ Solidarity in “beautiful struggle” - less about being attached to an outcome, but in solidarity for the struggle

https://www.oise.utoronto.ca/scan/get-involved/community-of-practice
https://read.dukeupress.edu/books/book/1942/chapter-abstract/235219/Let-Us-Be-the-Healing-of-the-WoundThe-Coyolxauhqui?redirectedFrom=fulltext
https://davidsuzuki.org/project/blue-dot-movement/
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2nd Speaker
Remarks:
Dr. Elin
Kelsey
(website)

Dr. Elin Kelsey’s book Hope Matters (2020)
● Recent thinking about the work of Eve Tuck (OISE faculty) and decolonization and illuminating our theories of change that we

bring to all the work we do
● Climate Emotions: This is a true discipline that explores how our complex feelings implicate everything we choose do and our

relationships
● Research is showing high levels of fatalism, climate anxiety, grief, fear and high sense of betrayal from the institutions we

should depend on (Article, citing Hickman et al., 2021 from University of Bath)
● Multiple crises of climate, pandemic, war in Ukraine compound in anxiety and fatalism and these become cumulative in

‘doomism’ - fatalistic feelings and “it is already too late”
● Elin’s theory of change is unwinding that fatalistic belief that can inhibit us (deep concern presents as cynicism)
● First, create safe spaces to share emotions and complexity:

○ Resource: Existential Toolkit for Climate Justice Educators (holding space for ideas on creating safe space)
○ When you take care of yourself, it impacts those around you and has more efficacy in climate engagement - this

can feel difficult because of urgency, but it is pragmatic and wise
○ Our feelings are based in both the reality of these crises AND our thoughts, beliefs, mindsets and how we

communicate how things are (Stanford Mind & Body Lab - subjective belief influences objective outcomes)
○ Study of 50,000 people found that people who believe climate change is unstoppable were less likely to engage in

personal behaviours or to support policies that address climate change (Mayer, 2018, Climate Policy Journal)
● Challenge the social construction of doom and gloom - where is it being raised and why is it so present? This doesn’t

negate the importance of critical issues, but we create the narrative
○ “Less than 3% of all media stories about climate change even include mention of a solution” (July 2022, personal

correspondence with David Bornstein, co-creator of The Solutions Journalism Network)
○ We know the problems but don’t know what solutions there are to address this issues - A lot of knowledge of what

is broken, but not a lot about how to fix it
○ Our curriculums focus on what is broken and don’t do much work on solutions. Many students come in with a

problem-orientation (from media, academic journals)
● How can we then approach our work from a solutions orientation?

○ Example: Salish Sea Climate Engagement that looks for solutions and hope and recognize emotions/thoughts
○ These are urgent issues so of course we want to get the word out. But now, people are very aware and concerned

(UN Global Climate Poll, 2021 = ⅔ of people think climate change is a global emergency)
○ “Climate doomism is the new climate denial” (if something is truly wrecked you don’t need to change)
○ Doomism/Gloomism is a political mechanism for causing people not to act
○ The “Hope Gap” is the space between people’s fears about climate change and their feelings of powerlessness to

do anything about it (Anthony Leiserowitz, Yale Program for Climate Change Communication)
● The Climate Crisis is also a crisis of hope

○ Despair tends to make us solitary in our thinking (less creative) and we lack agency (whereas hope and anger are
activating emotion)

● Actively seek out current, evidence-based solutions
○ If you know what has worked, you are more optimistic about what changes we can achieve in the future
○ Resources: Solutions Story Tracker (filterable, searchable, resources for educators)
○ You can hold power accountable when you can show what does work

https://www.oise.utoronto.ca/scan/get-involved/community-of-practice
https://www.elinkelsey.org/
https://greystonebooks.com/products/hope-matters
http://www.evetuck.com/
https://www.euronews.com/green/2021/09/14/climate-anxiety-as-global-study-reveals-three-in-four-young-people-think-the-future-is-fri
https://researchportal.bath.ac.uk/en/publications/climate-anxiety-in-children-and-young-people-and-their-beliefs-ab
https://www.existentialtoolkit.com/
https://mbl.stanford.edu/
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/14693062.2018.1532872
https://www.solutionsjournalism.org/
https://www.undp.org/publications/peoples-climate-vote
https://environment.yale.edu/profile/leiserowitz
https://www.solutionsjournalism.org/storytracker
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○ Switch language to emphasize current accomplishments (“because people have done…”) rather than future
wishes (“If we do this”) as it makes it seem like we are just getting started now

○ Statistic: Largest demographic is 25 years or younger and value social justice and climate change - young people
are not asking for sustainability, they are asking for transformation.

● Examples of solutions and positive outcomes
○ Knowing what is happening allows us to say “this is the direction we need to keep going in, this is what has been

done, this is why we need more of it”
○ “If we don’t think to look for change, we fail to see the shifts occurring all around us” (Elin, in Hope Matters)
○ Climate marches in 2019 (Article from The Guardian), now 1 in 8 people live somewhere where it has been

declared a climate emergency declaration which necessitates action (ex. City of Toronto in 2019 and impacts on
film making industry)

○ In 2019 = 77 countries making net zero pledges by 2050, and by 2021= 137 countries (momentum)
○ UN is recognizing an international “High-Level Expert Group” to monitor pledges and prevent greenwashing
○ Fossil Fuel Divestment offers a shift in finances (UofT Divestment and are meeting pledges)
○ Example of ozone-depletion and how that issue was solved (Article) (Project Drawdown is a mass data and

identifies dealing with refrigerants as a top 2 solution)
○ We spend a lot of time guilting people - but guilt and shaming nation states and corporations work well but less so

for people (disempowering)
○ In the EU, short-haul flight bans to encourage train trips (Yale 360 article)
○ Students might be interested in other movements like finding alternatives to fast fashion, material use (ex. Adidas

making shoes from ocean plastic) and plant-based eating
○ Tiny things aggregate and can be meaningful on a large scale - actions in ALL realms are needed
○ We often use carbon footprints, but we can also consider our “Carbon handprint” as the ways that we are making

positive change
○ Even our understanding of science has evolved. We used to think that if we get to net zero, there would be a very

long lag time to seeing positive impacts. Now scientists predict that once emissions go to zero, we will see positive
changes rather quickly

● Resources, Activities, and Strategies:
○ Look for updated and solutions-orientated content

(Elin’s recommendations →)
○ Emotions Journal to reflect on how they feel in

response to the above media and outside, and to
monitor how emotion shifts

○ We are not the only species responding and
reacting to change - it is also important to follow
stories to and see what ELSE is happening now
(ex. Forest fire recovery, Eagle population
resurgence following DDT recovery). There is an
astonishing agency and resilience.

○ Spending time outside (out, in/on Land) - research shows the benefits for our health and well-being
○ Using Children’s books (Elin has authored several) to share ideas with children. Ex. Book Wild Ideas shares the

https://www.oise.utoronto.ca/scan/get-involved/community-of-practice
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/sep/21/across-the-globe-millions-join-biggest-climate-protest-ever
https://www.toronto.ca/news/city-council-declares-climate-emergency-and-commits-to-accelerating-action-to-address-climate-change/
https://www.toronto.ca/news/city-of-toronto-to-install-two-power-drops-at-filming-hotspots-to-help-film-productions-reduce-emissions/#:~:text=The%20City%20of%20Toronto%20will,in%20to%20grid%20electrical%20power.
https://www.toronto.ca/news/city-of-toronto-to-install-two-power-drops-at-filming-hotspots-to-help-film-productions-reduce-emissions/#:~:text=The%20City%20of%20Toronto%20will,in%20to%20grid%20electrical%20power.
https://www.un.org/en/climatechange/high-level-expert-group
https://www.utoronto.ca/news/u-t-divest-fossil-fuel-investments-create-climate-positive-campus
https://thevarsity.ca/2022/10/31/u-of-t-meets-fossil-fuel-divestment-commitment/#:~:text=The%20university%20has%20since%20confirmed,from%20indirect%20investments%20by%202030.
https://www.iisd.org/articles/healing-ozone-layer
https://drawdown.org/
https://e360.yale.edu/digest/france-will-ban-short-flights-that-could-be-replaced-by-a-train-trip
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0959652618329664
https://www.elinkelsey.org/new-page-1
https://owlkidsbooks.com/wildideas/
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message that everyone needs to solve problems (Humpback whales and remarkable recovery; bumper year for
Orcas in BC, increasing Marine protected areas - doubled in the last couple of years)

○ We need to show graphs that don’t just show decline but of evidence-based solutions (ex. Australian promise for
land conservation; “30% by 2030” movement)

● Climate justice transformation not sustainability
○ Youth guides around climate engagement include emotions (students are really aware)
○ Engage in mash-ups of art, music, science (ex. Knitting to visualize climate change with warming stripes)
○ Diversity, Equity and Inclusion as foregrounded
○ Celebrate your unique identify… and join communities of climate action that nourish you - considering our

positionality (Identity/Positionality Flowers) and asking how are identities responding? (ex. Intersectional
Environmentalism, Religious/Faith groups)

○ Look deeper at how we engage with social media and how we move between online and in-person (Elin’s current
project “Evidence-Based Hope & Climate Solutions” project with the David Suzuki Foundation)

○ Could we bring the question of doomism to the attention of youth in Instagram, TikTok, QueerBrownVegan as
more are using social media for search engine over Google (article)

● “Hope is not complacent. It is a powerful political act.” Hope Matters

Q&A and Discussion

Questions Key Ideas

Seems like there is a lot of
research on the Psychology
and pedagogy of Hope, but
less on the “Sociology of
Hope”.
Can you comment on this?

● Hope is such a broad topic and all fields can contribute
● The real focus has shifted from individual engagement to collective engagement (more and more research on how

communities respond)
● Climate emotions work is increasingly looking at sociological factors (ex. Climate engagement and Transgender

community and pushing beyond ‘norms’)
● Possible source: Hope for a Cause as Cause for Hope: The Need for Hope in Environmental Sociology, (Lueck, 2007)

How can we interrogate the
impulse to action? (Inspired
by Vanessa Andreotti’s
Hospicing Modernity)
Does our desperation to just
do something (Western
emphasis on acting/doing)
limit the deep listening that
might support transformation?

● Not using hope in an instrumentalist way
● Embracing suffering - makes me think about pain stories and expand opportunities to not just be caught in pain stories
● We don’t want to pathologize these emotions but can think about agency and that might take a form of deep reflection

about when to rest, when not to act. We can tell each other “I think it is your turn for a rest”.
● Removing our attachment to the outcome (Buddhist philosophy) - when all hope is lost, it feels like the end but it is

actually just the beginning
● Lots of orientations to how “action” is taken up, so we can reframe rest and listening as action, and relationship building

as action
● Action in a broad frame in embracing stillness (kind of like when you are still saying something with silence)

How do we connect these ● This is a demographic that is all about change (as seen in choices, actions, desires) and what people are demanding

https://www.oise.utoronto.ca/scan/get-involved/community-of-practice
https://www.csmonitor.com/World/Points-of-Progress/2018/0717/How-humpback-whales-made-a-global-comeback
https://vancouversun.com/news/local-news/record-numbers-of-orcas-humpbacks-spotted-in-salish-sea-in-2021
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/10/4/australia-targets-zero-extinction-with-promise-to-conserve-land
https://www.rcinet.ca/en/2020/09/28/canada-calls-on-large-nations-to-conserve-30-of-their-territory-and-waters/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/knitting-enthusiasts-are-using-their-craft-visualize-climate-change-180974231/
https://showyourstripes.info/s/globe
https://www.intersectionalenvironmentalist.com/about
https://www.intersectionalenvironmentalist.com/about
https://www.davidsuzukiinstitute.ca/youth-evidence-based-hope
https://queerbrownvegan.com/
https://www.businessinsider.com/nearly-half-genz-use-tiktok-instagram-over-google-search-2022-7#:~:text=Nearly%20half%20of%20Gen%20Z%20is%20using%20TikTok%20and%20Instagram,according%20to%20Google's%20own%20data
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s12108-007-9017-7
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ways of building power and
seeking transformation
change from young people to
“traditional” politics - and to
the ballot box?

of people in governance
● Dr. Meg Holden - She was able to draw on a larger frame of reference on climate movement and how that has

changed - previously, clamouring to even be heard. Now, generations are growing up and have not been part of the
world where it was not accepted as truth. Hopeful in the work of undergrad students are doing and insist on being
heard

● We can get too focused on what is happening within nation states and can be disempowering, but we can recognize all
the ways that change occurs - for example, cities more responsive (power of youth councils)

How does the language we
use influence participation?
(ex. Does the competitive
aspect of language increase
or decrease participation?)

● Research about “The war on….” language in health issues shows that battle and war language is disempowering
(overwhelming) as it combative and this is not the game we are in

● Pride is powerful, as is gratitude and compassion - this is the ethic needed to stay in the difficult work we need to fo
● Metaphors and conceptual language impacts how we approach the work
● Sometimes language does need to be strong - example in social justice, sometimes it isn’t enough to say ‘inclusion’ but

needs to be ‘anti-racist’
● Some people will be driven by a part of the struggle, and there may be a role for them to play, whereas others might be

attracted to a gentler space - we need all of these pieces of language to animate the work!

Can you say a little more
about the fundamental role of
what happens in the
classroom (not just what the
teacher brings) but all of the
collective sharing and
relational pieces to what it
means in terms of building
hope?

● Ask: How do students co-create the learning together? Avoid what Friere refers to a “banking model” - holding classes
in a circle for class discussions (oldest ways and most egalitarian ways to engage with knowledge)

● Dr. Kari Grain’s connections with the Community-Engaged Research Initiative at Simon Fraser University: Circles are
more inclusive and from a pedagogical perspective, rearrange our classes when possible

● Automatically assume that course content that have any aspects of climate change or sustainability issues are emotive
- what am i bringing so that these emotions are welcome and safely shared

● Make the default assumption that someone is already working on this and get up to date on what is happening (avoid
“everything is wrecked” narratives) as it feels less daunting to join others rather than starting from nowhere

Other Resources mentioned by Participants:
● Joanna Macy’s Active Hope
● Wendell Berry’s “By joyful, though you have considered all the facts” in Manifesto: The Mad Farmer Liberation Front
● Ecotopia by Ernest Callenbach
● Talk Climate to Me organization - seen firsthand the yearning for active, critical hope from participants
● Knowledge gap on energy solutions
● Derrick Jensen’s “Beyond Hope”
● Healthcare providers webinar: https://planetaryhealthaction.ca/
● Video: How Whales change climate
● UBC’s Vanessa Andreotti’s “Hospicing Modernity: Facing humanity’s wrongs and the implications for social activism”
● Margaret Wheatley “Exploring Our Dependence on Hope” web training

https://www.oise.utoronto.ca/scan/get-involved/community-of-practice
https://www.sfu.ca/rem/people/profiles/holden.html
https://www.sfu.ca/ceri.html
https://www.activehope.info/
https://cals.arizona.edu/~steidl/Liberation.html
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/23059/ecotopia-by-ernest-callenbach/
https://talkclimatetome.ca/
https://www.theenergymix.com/2022/10/16/research-shows-big-knowledge-gaps-on-climate-solutions-nature-loss/
https://orionmagazine.org/article/beyond-hope/
https://planetaryhealthaction.ca/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M18HxXve3CM
https://www.academia.edu/54097541/Hospicing_Modernity_Facing_humamitys_wrongs_and_the_implications_for_social_activism
https://mailchi.mp/margaretwheatley/we-have-to-talk-about-hope-9287882?e=0aeca03af7

